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Mike Byers, Publisher & Editor, Welcomes You!

W

elcome to Mint Error News Magazine, bringing the latest mint error news and information to the
collector. This is our thirteenth year bringing you both an online PDF magazine and the Mint Error
News website. There are over 1,000 articles, features, discoveries, news stories with mint error related
info from the United States and around the World. Our website, minterrornews.com, has become the
most popular and informative Internet resource for mint errors and is read by thousands of dealers and
collectors.

Mike Byers (mikebyers.com) is president of Mike Byers
Inc. He has been a professional numismatist for over
thirty-five years. He is one of
the largest dealers handling
U.S. Gold Coins, Patterns and
Rarities certified by PCGS and
NGC. He has handled major
coin collections and attends
every major coin convention.
Mike Byers carries an extensive
inventory as well as solicits want
lists and is always looking to
purchase fresh inventory and
collections. You can visit Mike Byers and view his rarities
at the ANA, Central States, FUN show and the Long
Beach Coin Expo.

Fred Weinberg is a highly respected numismatist, with 40
years of full time experience in the rare coin marketplace.
He deals in numismatic United States Gold & Silver
coinage, as well as specializing in buying & selling Major
Mint Error coinage of all types. He is one of the original 31
dealers selected as an authorized P.C.G.S. (Professional
Coin Grading Service) dealer at it’s inception in 1986.

Mike Byers was a consultant to ANACS for Mint Errors
from 2000 to 2006. He is also the Owner, Publisher and
Editor of Mint Error News Magazine and the Mint Error
News Website that was founded in 2003. In 2009, Mike
Byers published his first book, World’s Greatest Mint
Errors, which received the NLG Award for Best World
Coin Book and is available on Amazon.com.

Andy Lustig has been dealing in U.S. and World Coins
since 1975 and has attended more than 2,000 coin shows
and auctions. Andy is the co-founder of the Society of
U.S. Pattern Collectors (uspatterns.com). He has been
a member of the Professional Numismatists Guild (PNG
#614) since 2005. He is a member of NGC and was also
a former grader and authenticator for PCGS.
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NGC Certifies 1904 $20 Double Struck
Rotated 180 Degrees in Collar
by Mike Byers (mikebyers.com)

M

ajor mint errors on U.S. gold
coins are extremely rare.
There are only a few known
that are double or triple struck. One
phenomenal example is this double stuck
1904 $20 rotated 180 degrees in the
collar. Considerable detail remains from
Page 5

the initial strike and is visible under the
portrait on the obverse and the eagle on
the reverse. This exciting mint error was
in my person collection and has been
authenticated and certified by NGC and
BYERS COLLECTION is noted on the
insert.

minterrornews.com

NGC Certifies 1904 $20 Double Struck Rotated 180 Degrees in Collar
A different double struck 1904 $20 gold
piece with slight rotation sold a few years
ago for $100,000. It was authenticated and
certified by PCGS MS 63. Also recently,
a $2 1/2 Indian double struck rotated 180
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degrees sold for slightly over $66,000.
This double struck $20 Liberty combines
the high denomination and large size with
dramatic eye appeal and it is unique for
being rotated 180 degrees.
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NGC Certifies 1904 $20 Double Struck Rotated 180 Degrees in Collar
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NGC Certifies 1904 $20 Double Struck Rotated 180 Degrees in Collar
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NGC Certifies Unique
Double Denomination
by Mike Byers (mikebyers.com)
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Unique Double Denomination

T

his is a spectacular double
denomination. It is a 1995
Lincoln Cent struck on a struck
1991 Roosevelt Dime. It’s unique
since it’s a double denomination
that is 4 years apart.

and eye appealing double
denominations known. The
Roosevelt portrait is still almost
entirely visible underneath the
memorial design of the Cent.
Both dates are clearly visible
as well. It is in gem mint state
The Lincoln portrait is almost condition, well struck and is one
entirely visible over the Roosevelt of the most fascinating United
Dime reverse design making this States mint errors known.
one of the most visually dramatic
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Unique Double Denomination
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Unique Double Denomination
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MIKE BYERS INC
MIKEBYERS.COM

U.S. & World Major Mint Errors
Mike Byers has been a professional numismatist for forty years. He is one of
the largest dealers handling U.S. Gold Coins, Patterns and Rarities certified
by PCGS and NGC. He has handled major coin collections and attends every
major coin convention. Mike Byers carries an extensive inventory as well
as solicits want lists and is always looking to purchase fresh inventory and
collections.
Mike Byers was a consultant to ANACS for Mint Errors from 2000 to 2006. He
is also the Publisher and Editor of Mint Error News Magazine and the Mint
Error News Website that was founded in 2003. In 2009, Mike Byers published
his first book, World’s Greatest Mint Errors, which received the NLG Award
for Best World Coin Book and is available on Amazon.com.
Mike Byers is a life member of ANA since 1985, a charter member of NGC
and a featured dealer/member of PCGS. He
is also a life member of the Central States
World’s Greatest Mint Errors Numismatic Society and the Florida United
Numismatists. He is member A71 in the
by Mike Byers
Certified Coin Exchange (CCE) and a member
NLG Award Winner: of CDN Exchange (BYRS).

Best World Coin Book

Mike Byers was born in the coin business
attending coin shows since he was six years old. When he was seventeen, he
issued his first coin catalog. He has been a Market-Maker in U.S. Gold Coins
and a dealer in major mint errors. In 1987 he offered limited partnerships and
rare coin funds. He has written articles for The Coin Dealer Newsletter and
has been featured on the front page of Coin World numerous times with his
numismatic rarities. Mike Byers is a contributing author on mint errors for
CoinLink & CoinWeek. He also assisted with the mint error section of Coin
Facts on the PCGS website. You can visit Mike Byers and view his rarities at
the ANA, Central States, FUN show and the Long Beach Coin Expo.

MIKE BYERS INC

P.O. B ox 26 8 07, L a s V e g a s , N V 89126
M I K E@ M I K EBY ER S .COM | 714 -914 - 6 415

Baltimore Coin Show Report
- J u ly 2016 by Jon Sullivan

T

he Baltimore Whitman
coin show was a decent
show this July, although
as with all summer shows they
aren’t nearly as active as shows
held at other times of the year. It
was “as expected”, with moderate
buying and moderate selling, but
overall satisfactory with enough
of both activities to make the show
well worth attending. Some of
our regular customer were there,
Page 15

although a good number were not
in attendance--probably due to
vacations and summer activities
keeping coins on the back-burner for
them. Also, the summer Baltimore
show has no major auction, and
that takes some of the excitement
and buzz out of the show. But to
reiterate, it was worthwhile, and
if you have a chance to come next
year, consider adding it to your
show calendar.

minterrornews.com

Baltimore Coin Show Report - July, 2016

Above: Our table at the show.
We purchased a few high end
coins, and a moderate quantity of
less expensive errors. These will
be coming here to the website
in the coming weeks. One coin
of particular interest was a 1964
Lincoln cent struck on a cancelled
Page 16

India 1/4 rupee, which is excessively
rare, and super eye-catching. A
few off-metals, some minor offcenters and cheaper errors, and
miscellaneous other coins rounded
out our purchases. If you’re signed
up for our mailing list, we will send
our customary email out when
these get listed on the website.

minterrornews.com

Baltimore Coin Show Report - July, 2016

Above: one of the coins we purchased at the show: off-metal 1963
Washington quarter struck on a silver Roosevelt dime planchet.
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Baltimore Coin Show Report - July, 2016
We were the only dealer at the
show who specializes exclusively
in mint errors, and that probably
helped make it a decent show since
we were offered most of the error
coins that dealers or collectors
were wanting to sell. In discussing
the show with non-error dealers,
the general theme seemed to be
that buying was good, selling was
bad (wholesale or retail), and that
prices are soft for all but unusual
or nice coins. Of course there
are exceptions, and we had a few
dealers tell us that sales had been
surprisingly good, and they had
moved a good number of coins.
Overall the coin market seems to
be soft but holding up reasonably
well, particularly for nice coins.
If a coin is relatively common (in
other words, easy to find for sale),
the prices are generally soft. This
is a good time for collectors to be
building their collections—as the
saying goes “buy low, sell high”,
and that is appropriate for the
current state of the coin market.
Buy selectively, but buy.
Page 18

Above: The show was well attended,
and there was a decent “buzz” of
activity on the bourse floor.

There was a lot of talk on Thursday
and Friday about protestors, which
were supposed to be protesting
about a block from the convention
center on Friday at 7 PM. The coin
show staff decided to close the show
on Friday 2 hours early out of an
abundance of caution, but even that
turned out to be unnecessary, as
nothing happened at all. After the
rioting which happened a year or so

minterrornews.com

Baltimore Coin Show Report - July, 2016
ago (not at the coin show of course,
but just in Baltimore in general),
a number of dealers (maybe 1/5th)
left the show this year early, afraid
that events might take a turn for the
worse. Their empty booths dotted
the show coin show floor. However,
nothing happened, and all they did
was miss out on a decent coin show.

age of coin collecting where most
buying and selling is done online,
it is great to go to coin shows and
be around fellow collectors and
dealers to do business and talk
coins. If you’ve not attended a coin
show in a while, take the time as
there’s nothing like it.

For those who will be at the ANA
It was nice to see some of our Convention in Anaheim, California
regular customers, do some buying next month, we look forward to
and selling, and talk coins with seeing you at our table!
fellow dealers and collectors. In an

Saul Teichman’s Want List
I am looking for the following off-metal errors:

Ike Dollar on a Nickel Planchet
State Quarter on a Dime Planchet
Bicentennial Ike on a Half Dollar Planchet
Sacagawea Dollar on a Cent Planchet
Sacagawea Dollar on a Nickel Planchet
Sacagawea Dollar on a Dime Planchet
Saul.Teichman@ey.com
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PCGS Certifies Unique Proof
Canadian $15 Struck on a $50
Maple Leaf 1 oz. Gold Planchet
by Mike Byers (mikebyers.com)
This is one of the rarest, most expensive and
spectacular Canadian mint error coins known.
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PCGS Certifies Unique Proof Canadian $15
Struck on a $50 Maple Leaf 1 oz. Gold Planchet

T

his proof gold off-metal
mint error was certified
and authenticated by
PCGS. It was struck on a $50
Gold Planchet weighing 31.1
grams that was intended for a
1 oz Maple Leaf gold coin. It
was unknown to the numismatic
community prior to being certified
by PCGS. It is the size of a U.S.
Silver American Eagle and is in
superb proof cameo condition.
The diameter of a regular 1 oz
Maple Leaf gold coin is 30mm
and it has a thickness of 2.8mm.
This gold off-metal mint error
expanded to a diameter of 40mm
when it was struck.
The International Olympic
Committee
decided
to
commemorate the centennial of
the Olympic Games. In 1992
the Spirit of the Generations
proof silver coin was issued by
Page 22

the Royal Canadian Mint and
released in a special presentation
box. These were struck with
CITIUS ALTIUS FORTIUS on
the edge.
For comparison, there are two
known smaller Canadian Dollars
struck in gold by the Royal
Canadian Mint. These two were
special gold strikings of silver
commemorative coins and were
sold on eBay by the Royal
Canadian Mint. They were the
size of a Kennedy Half Dollar and
sold for approximately $50,000
and $75,000 (U.S. Dollars).
Also for comparison, there is
one known 1992 Canadian $15
proof commemorative coin
authenticated and certified
by NGC as a Gold Off-Metal
Strike of the same Spirit of the
Generations
commemorative

minterrornews.com

PCGS Certifies Unique Proof Canadian $15
Struck on a $50 Maple Leaf 1 oz. Gold Planchet
issue. The NGC gold off-metal
strike was featured on the cover
of Issue 35 of Mint Error News
Magazine and also featured in an
article in Coin Week.
This 1992 $15 unique Canadian
mint error is twice the size of
the two special gold strikings
that sold on eBay. This proof
gold off-metal rivals any U.S.
mint error coin. For comparison

purposes, several U.S. Indian
Head Cents struck in gold
on $2 1/2 Dollar blanks and
certified by PCGS and NGC as
mint errors have sold in public
auctions from approximately
$275,000, $250,000, $140,000
and $100,000. This amazing
gold off-metal would be the
centerpiece of any collection
of Canadian mint error coins or
commemorative issues.

For comparison, here is the regular issue in silver (left) and a 1 oz Maple Leaf gold coin (right). The silver issue
has a diameter of 40mm, and the 1 oz Maple Leaf gold coin has a diameter of 30mm. The above image shows the
dramatic size difference. The size of every off-metal mint error expands in diameter when it is struck, usually
by a small percentage. In this case, the Maple Leaf gold planchet expanded 25% from a diameter of 30mm to a
diameter of 40mm. The die pressure caused the soft metal of the gold planchet to expand in the collar to the full
diameter of the regular silver issue.
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PCGS Certifies Unique Proof Canadian $15
Struck on a $50 Maple Leaf 1 oz. Gold Planchet
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PCGS Certifies Unique Proof Canadian $15
Struck on a $50 Maple Leaf 1 oz. Gold Planchet
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New From Krause Publications:

Strike It Rich With Pocket Change
Error Coins Bring Big Money
by Brian Allen & Ken Potter
NEW 4th Edition

It takes a keen eye to spot them - and a
little know-how - but errors on coins
produced by the
U.S. Mint occur
every year. And
these
errors
can be worth
a fortune to
coin collectors.
Strike It Rich
with
Pocket
Change shows
the reader how
to detect errors,
what to look for
and how to cash
in on them.
This book has
a strong appeal
for
someone
with a mild
to
dedicated

interest in coins, while drawing
upon the treasure hunter in all of us
- anyone who
is looking for a
hobby that does
not require a
great up-front
invest ment,
yet offers the
potential
of
discover ing
v a l u a b l e
rarities.
Any
collector who
has completed
the
standard
set of a type or
series now has
an opportunity
to broaden the
scope of that
collection.

Visit krausebooks.com for more information.

MIKE BYERS INC
MIKEBYERS.COM

U.S. & World Major Mint Errors
Proof 1992 Canada $15
Struck on $50 Gold Planchet
1 oz Maple Leaf 31.1 Grams
PCGS PR 67 Deep Cameo UNIQUE
$150,000

MIKE BYERS INC

P.O. B ox 26 8 07, L a s V e g a s , N V 89126
M I K E@ M I K EBY ER S .COM | 714 -914 - 6 415

PCGS Certifies Walking Liberty Half
Struck 50% Off-Center
Finest Known & Most Off-Center
by Mike Byers (mikebyers.com)

This is the finest known and most off-center Walking Liberty Half.
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PCGS Certifies Walking Liberty Half Dollar Struck
50% Off-Center - Finest Known & Most Off-Center

I

In comparison, Morgan
Dollars that are struck 20% to
50% off-center are very scarce
but not rare. A 20% off-center
Morgan Dollar is currently
being offered on eBay and on
another mint error dealer’s
website for $33,500. I estimate
that there are over 15 Morgan
dollars that are 20% offcenter or more, compared to
just these 2 Walking Liberty
The next finest known Halves off-center.
drops to a 40% off-center in
VF condition, certified by This is an extremely rare
ANACS. Years ago I sold this major mint error, and the finest
mint error for over $25k. After known on a Walking Liberty
that there are a couple that are Half Dollar.
15%, 10% and 5% in various
grades.
t is struck 50% off- center
and is die struck on both
sides, not a uniface reverse.
Off- center Walking Liberty
Halves are RARE. There are
only a few known. Until this
spectacular off-center was
discovered, there was nothing
like it anywhere. PCGS
authenticated and certified it
50% off-center MS 63.
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PCGS Certifies Walking Liberty Half Dollar Struck
50% Off-Center - Finest Known & Most Off-Center
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PCGS Certifies Walking Liberty Half Dollar Struck
50% Off-Center - Finest Known & Most Off-Center
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Visit www.HeritageCoin.com for your

ERROR COIN RESEARCH
FREE MEMBERSHIP!

(A)

(I)

These are only a sample of the
thousands of error coins
Heritage has handled. Consign
your error coins today to the
Thesenext
are only
a sample
Heritage
Sale. of the

thousands of error coins
Heritage
Auctions
handled.
Look up these
errorhas
coins
in our
Consign
your Auction
error coins
today to
Permanent
Archives
for descriptions
and full-color,
the next Heritage
Sale.
enlargeable images:

Look up these error coins in our
A. 2003 ANA National Money Show, lot 6963
Permanent1919
Auction
Quarter Archives
Struck 50% Off
Center
for descriptions
and
full-color,
XF45 PCGS
enlargeable
images:
REALIZED $15,525

(B)

B. 2003
2002 September
Long
BeachShow,
Sale, lot
A.
ANA National
Money
lot 9648
6963
1999
Dollar
1919SBA
Quarter
Multiple
Edge
StruckStrike,
50% Reeded
Off Center
XF45 PCGS
MS65
PCGS
REALIZED
REALIZED $15,525
$6,900

(G)

(H)

(C)

(E)
(D)

Rare
Visit Heritage
the HeritageCoin.com
todayand
Coinwebsite
Galleries
EasyNumismatic
to join
Heritage
Free membership
Auctions, divisions
Significant research tools
of Heritage
Easy toAuctions,
bid
are theEasy
world’s
to buylargest
Winner of dealers
the
numismatic
NLG’s
Best
Commercial
and auctioneers.
Website Award!

B. 2002 C.
September
Beach
2002 NewLong
York Sale,
lotSale,
7290 lot 9648
1999
SBA
Dollar
1999
Cent
Multiple
Strike,
Reeded
Edge
Die
Cap With
Second
Coin Bonded
MS65
MS64
Red PCGS
Uncertified
REALIZED
$6,900
REALIZED $920
C. 2002 New York Sale, lot 7290

D. 2002 February Long Beach Sale, lot 7300
1999 Cent
Undated Struck Through
Die Cap With Second Coin Bonded
Capped Die Indian Cent
MS64 Red Uncertified
MS64
Brown PCGS
REALIZED
$920
REALIZED $1,265

D. 2002 February Long Beach Sale, lot 7300
E.
2002 FUN
Sale,Through
lot 9040
Undated
Struck
1963Die
HalfIndian
DollarCent
Capped
SplitBrown
Planchet
MS64
PCGS
AU58 Uncertified
REALIZED
$1,265
REALIZED $1,610

E. 2002 FUN Sale, lot 9040
1963
Half
Dollar
F. 2001
ANA
Sale,
lot 8658
SplitHalf
Planchet
1963
Dollar
AU58
Uncertified
Double Struck,
Indented
by a Cent Planchet
REALIZED
$1,610
MS66 PCGS
REALIZED $20,125

F. 2001 ANA Sale, lot 8658
1963 Half Dollar
G. 2001 ANA Sale, lot 8651
Double Struck, Indented by a Cent Planchet
1999-P Dime
MS66 PCGS
Bonded Strike, Struck More Than 10 Times
REALIZED $20,125
MS64 Uncertified

(F)

HERITAGE

America’s #1 Numismatic Auctioneer

Numismatic Auctions, Inc.

Heritage Plaza, 100 Highland Park Village, 2nd Floor • Dallas, Texas 75205-2788
1-800-US COINS (800-872-6467) • 214-528-3500 • FAX: 214-443-8425
www.HeritageCoin.com • e-mail: Bids@HeritageCoin.com
www.CurrencyAuction.com • e-mail: Notes@CurrencyAuction.com
HEADQUARTERS, 3500 Maple Ave., 17th Floor • Dallas, Texas 75219-3941
877-HERITAGE (437-4824) • (214) 528-3500 • Fax: (214) 409-1425

REALIZED $2,300
G. 2001
ANA Sale, lot 8651
1999-P Dime
H.
2001
ANA Sale,
865710 Times
Bonded Strike, Struck
MorelotThan
1999 Mated Pair
of Georgia
Statehood Quarters
MS64
Uncertified
Partial Collar,REALIZED
Indent and Stretch
$2,300Strike, Indent
MS64 Uncertified

REALIZED
$2,415
H. 2001
ANA Sale,
lot 8657
1999 Mated Pair of Georgia Statehood Quarters
Partial
Collar,
Indent
andBeach
Stretch
Strike,
Indent
I. 2001
February
Long
Sale,
lot 7497
MS64
Uncertified
1912
Quarter
Eagle
REALIZED
Struck
5% Off$2,415
Center
MS64 NGC

I. 2001 February
Long Beach
REALIZED
$4,370Sale, lot 7497
1912 Quarter Eagle
Struck 5% Off Center
MS64 NGC
REALIZED $4,370

Prices Realized In The June 2016
Long Beach Expo Heritage Auction

The following coins sold in the June 8 - 13, 2016 Long Beach Expo US Coins Signature Auction #1236.

1977 Jefferson Nickel -- Struck on a 1976 1C -- MS64 Red and Brown NGC
$2,585.00

1977-D Kennedy Half -- Struck on a 40% Silver Planchet -- AU55 NGC
$4,230.00
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Prices Realized In The June 2016 Long Beach Expo Heritage Auction
SBA Dollar -- Off-Center, Uniface, on a Type One Cent Blank-- MS63 Red and Brown ANACS
$5,875.00

Eisenhower Dollar -- Struck On A Philippine 1 Piso Planchet -- MS65 PCGS
$822.50

1908 $10 Motto Indian Eagle -- Laminated Planchet Obverse -- MS64 PCGS
$1,997.50
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CONECA is a national numismatic organization devoted to the education
of error and variety coin collectors. CONECA focuses on many error and
variety specialties, including doubled dies, Repunched mintmarks, multiple
errors, clips, double strikes, off-metals and off-centers -- just to name a few.
It publishes an educational magazine, The Errorscope, which is printed and
mailed to members bimonthly. CONECA offers a lending library, examination,
listing and attribution services; it holds annual meetings at major conventions
(referred to as Errorama) around the country, and offers auction services to
its members. Please visit conecaonline.org and enjoy!
CONECA Variety Attribution Services

CONECA Error Examination Services

CONECA offers two attribution services. One
service enables members and non-members
to send their coins directly to an authorized
CONECA attributer. The other service is
offered through the numismatic grading firm
of ICG and enables CONECA members and
non-members to have their coins attributed
by a CONECA attributer and then graded and
slabbed by ICG.

CONECA offers two examination services. One
service enables members and non-members to
send coins to an authorized CONECA examiner
who will return an opinion of each coin’s error
classification. The other service is offered through
the numismatic grading firm of ICG and enables
CONECA members and non-members to have
their coins examined by a CONECA examiner
and then graded and slabbed by ICG.

conecaonline.org

1921 Morgan S $1 Die Adjustment Strike
NGC

Buffalo 5C Double Struck Rotated in Collar
NGC AU 50

1999 1C Struck on 1998 P 10C
NGC MS 68

197X $1 Struck 25% Off Center
NGC MS 65

$7,950.00

$7,300.00

$6,500.00

$3,250.00

World Paper Money Errors
World Paper Money Errors Explored!
Odd shapes, upside down prints, intriguing cuts and
folds, and missing design elements are only a few of
the different printing errors examined in this expansive
collection on foreign error notes. World Paper Money
Errors is a visually compelling avenue into the
fascinating and rarely explored area of numismatics
that expands on the hobby of collecting paper currency.
Author Morland Fischer’s comprehensive collection
reflects the attraction and advantages of exploring
foreign printing errors. An overview of collecting
paper money errors in today’s numismatic market
offers insights on the great disparity between domestic
and world notes. Market values are discussed,
acknowledging what variables make an error note
precious in the trade. Incorporating these concepts
and more, Fischer expands the method of collecting
currency errors by introducing a Foreign Error Note
(FEN) scale to gauge price levels based on error type.
With over 200 examples of dramatic, colorful and
intriguing foreign paper money errors, collectors and
spectators alike are exposed to a new form of collecting
currency. The numismatic community will benefit
from this thorough guide that is unlike any other on
the market.

Available from tr anslinesupply.com

Prices Realized in the August
2016 ANA Heritage Auction

The following coins sold in the 2016 August 10 - 15 ANA US Coins Signature Auction - Anaheim #1238.

1941 Lincoln 1C -- Struck on a 80% Copper, 18% Zinc and 2% Tin Planchet (3.3g) -- AU58 NGC
$ 3,055.00

1943 Lincoln Cent -- Struck on an Elliptical Planchet (2.3g) -- AU58 PCGS
$ 881.25
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Prices Realized

in the

August 2016 ANA Heritage Auction

1981 Cent Obverse Die Impression Struck Into Center of a 1981-P Half Dollar, BU NGC
$8,225.00

2000-P Sacagawea Dollar -- Struck on an Anthony Dollar Planchet -- AU58 PCGS
$7,637.50

1937 Buffalo Nickel -- Struck 20% Off-Center on a 38% Rolled Thin Planchet -- MS62 PCGS
$705.00
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Prices Realized

in the

August 2016 ANA Heritage Auction

1980-P Roosevelt Dime -- Struck on a Defective Copper Core Planchet (1.4g) -- MS62 PCGS
$822.50

Jefferson Nickel -- Saddle Struck on a 10C Blank Planchet (2.3g) -- MS64 NGC
$822.50

1971-D Jefferson Nickel -- Obverse Die Cap on a 10C Planchet (2.6g) -- MS64 NGC
$881.25
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Prices Realized

in the

August 2016 ANA Heritage Auction

1865 Fancy 5 Indian Cent -- Double Struck, Second Strike 85% Off Center -- AU50 PCGS
$3,172.50

1891 Seated Dime -- Double Struck, Second Strike 90% Off-Center -- AU50 PCGS
$1,527.50

Mercury Dime -- Struck Off-Center & 100% Uniface Obverse -- AU58 PCGS
$540.50
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Prices Realized

in the

August 2016 ANA Heritage Auction

Washington Quarter -- Struck 40% Off-Center on a 5C Planchet (5.0g) -- AU58 NGC
$705.00

Washington Quarter -- Struck 40% Off-Center on a Clad 10C Planchet -- MS63 PCGS
$587.50

Kennedy Half Dollar -- Struck On A 25C Planchet (5.6g) -- MS66 NGC
$940.00
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Prices Realized

in the

August 2016 ANA Heritage Auction

Mated Pair Of 1984-P Washington Quarters, Both Struck MS64 PCGS
$763.75

1999 Delaware Quarter -- Multi-Struck On a Feeder Finger Fragment -- MS62 NGC
$1,057.50

1973-D Washington Quarter -- Struck On A Cent Planchet -- AU58 PCGS
$646.25
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Prices Realized

in the

August 2016 ANA Heritage Auction

Statehood Quarter -- Double Struck Die Cap -- MS65 PCGS
$1,057.50

Mated Pair Of 2000-P New Hampshire Quarters, Coin #1 MS63 PCGS and Coin #2 MS62 PCGS
$705.00

1971 Washington 25C -- 70% Off-Center on a Philippine 10 Centavo Planchet -- MS64 PCGS
$564.00
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Prices Realized

in the

August 2016 ANA Heritage Auction

1978 Ike Dollar -- Struck on a 22% Defective Planchet, Improperly Bonded Strip -- MS63 PCGS
$705.00

1979-P SBA Dollar -- Struck on a Clad 25C Planchet -- MS64 PCGS
$564.00

SBA Dollar -- Reverse Half of Two Planchets Struck Together -- MS67 NGC
$587.50
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Prices Realized

in the

August 2016 ANA Heritage Auction

1979-P SBA Dollar -- Struck on a Cent Planchet -- MS65 Red PCGS
$3,760.00
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From the Gr ading Room:
1964 Lincoln Cent Struck
On a Coin of India
by NGC

NGC Graders share an intriguing and visually dramatic
error coin that was recently submitted for certification.
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From the Gr ading Room: 1964 Lincoln
Cent Struck On a Coin of India

A

mong the various types of
error coins that exist, one
of the most coveted are
coins overstruck on foreign coins
from other countries. At a glance,
these coins look so unusual or
different from typical coins, they
immediately invite investigation.
Second, they prompt an interesting
series of follow-up questions: how
did these come to be made; were
they made deliberately; and why?

1942 -”. This undertype, an India
1/4 Rupee, KM-546 is a two-year
design type struck in Calcutta,
which was cancelled prior to being
overstruck with Lincoln Cent dies.
Fortunately, we do know a little of
its provenance. It was submitted to
NGC by coin dealer Gregory Field, a
partner with New England Rarities,
who represents the family of the
original owner. He relayed to NGC
that the owner removed the coin
from circulation himself in 1964.
It had been used in purchase at a
Brooklyn Heights, NY delicatessen
he owned. Being a casual collector,
the owner began to look more
closely at the change drawer in his
restaurant after it was announced
silver coinage would soon be
removed from circulation. The coin
has remained with the family since
then, now offering it for sale by
Field on the website nerarities.com.

Recently submitted to NGC was
one of these very curious doubledenomination errors: a 1964 Lincoln
Cent struck on a cancelled India
1942 1/4 Rupee. In .500 fine silver,
its color immediately signals it is
something different. Odd diamond
cross-hatching, the results of
cancellation, has overlaid a textured
pattern to both obverse and reverse.
Closer examination identifies the
undertype. Clearly discernible
running vertically across Lincoln’s
profile bust are the words, in four The coin may be known to some
lines, “1/4 / RUPEE / INDIA / - in the numismatic community
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From the Gr ading Room: 1964 Lincoln
Cent Struck On a Coin of India
as it was first sent to a prominent
numismatist for authentication in
1976. At least one Cent struck on
an uncancelled 1/4 Rupee is also
known. It’s natural to assume that
such coins were made deliberately
by a Mint employee or for the favor
of an important visitor to the Mint,
wanting an oddity to sell for profit
or a special keepsake. This may not
be the case here.
Adding to the evidence that these
coins were made by mistake are
two considerations. First, the coin
was found in circulation in 1964,
suggesting that it promptly entered
commerce and wasn’t held back as
a momento or to be sold. Second, a
1964-D Jefferson Nickel struck on
a cancelled India 1940 1/4 Rupee
is also known. This means that the
same circumstance that occurred
at the Philadelphia Mint, where
this Lincoln Cent was struck, was
repeated at the Denver Mint. That
may well rule out the theory that a
single Mint employee or someone
Page 49

with special access to the minting
process was involved. For an
unknown reason, silver India 1/4
rupees were intermixed with cent
planchets at Philadelphia and nickel
planchets at Denver!
Similar errors have occurred in the
past. The US Mint struck coins for
over 40 foreign countries from 1876
into the 1980s. Occasionally these
foreign coins got mixed with regular
US coinage planchets, creating
popular double-denomination error
coins. But the US Mint has never
produced coins for India, adding to
the intrigue of this piece.
The subject coin shows only the
lightest evidence of circulation,
perhaps amplified in appearance by
the color of the undertype which
was circulated before cancellation.
The melding of the cancelled 1/4
Rupee and Lincoln Cent design
has created a charming and visibly
appealing error. It is graded AU 58
by NGC.
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From the Gr ading Room: 1964 Lincoln
Cent Struck On a Coin of India
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From the Gr ading Room: 1964 Lincoln
Cent Struck On a Coin of India
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MIKE BYERS INC
MIKEBYERS.COM

U.S. & World Major Mint Errors
Consign Your Coins to mikebyers.com
Terms and Conditions
We are offering this service for error collectors and dealers alike. In order to post your item on our website you must agree to the following terms
and conditions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

All coins must be from the United States, certified by PCGS or NGC, have a minimum value of $25,000 each and should be either Gold Coins
(Pre-World War 1), Patterns or Early Type Mint Errors (Pre-1950).
Each item must meet our inventory criteria in terms of desirability and market value.
Mike Byers Inc charges a 10% Commission on each sale.
The minimum time for any listing is thirty days.
Seller agrees to a seven day return privilege from date of receipt.
Seller agrees to use an escrow service if requested by the buyer.
We reserve the right to deny or cancel any listing at any time.
All listing are subject to prior sale.

Scanning Specifications
1.
2.
3.

Scan both the obverse and reverse of the entire holder.
Scan with a resolution of at least 300 dpi.
Save the picture in jpeg format (jpg).

Information Requirements
In addition to e-mailing a photo of your item, please include the following information:
1.
2.
3.

Name, Address & Phone Number
E-Mail Address
Asking Price

After your item is listed, we will contact you by e-mail with any offers and questions. Once a price is agreed upon we will handle the entire sale for
a 10% transaction fee, which includes all costs (eBay fees, grading fees, webmaster charges, postage and registration fees, insurance, paperwork,
etc.).
If you have a collection for sale or would like to sell your duplicates and do not want to consign your coin(s), we can purchase your entire collection
outright. Please contact us at mike@mikebyers.com.

MIKE BYERS INC

P.O. B ox 26 8 07, L a s V e g a s , N V 89126
M I K E@ M I K EBY ER S .COM | 714 -914 - 6 415

1876 Seated Liberty Dime
Struck 15% Off-Center
PCGS MS-62 Secure Shield

$4,000.00

(1999-D) Jefferson Nickel 8-pc. Bonded Planchets Detached from Cluster
PCGS MS-65
Weight: 8.52 grams/31 grains. In thick PCGS holder.

$1,500.00

Welcome to PCGS CoinFacts. Our site includes
comprehensive information on nearly 30,000 U.S. coins.
It offers everything from basic, startup information for
new collectors, to a wealth of detailed information the
seasoned collector, buyer or seller can’t afford to be
without.
From the PCGS CoinFacts Home Page, you can access
all denominations and major types of U.S. coins. The
link will take you to a Series Page, which offers images
of the finest PCGS-graded coin in the series, and a nice
explanation including the history and why the coins in
the series are important.
The real “business end” of PCGS CoinFacts begins with
the individual coin pages, which are loaded with photos
and information. To view the essential features of PCGS
CoinFacts, you can click on them one at a time, or go
straight to a particular feature of interest.

Unique Double Struck
Peace Dollar
by Mike Byers (mikebyers.com)
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Unique Double Struck Peace Dollar

M

ajor mint errors in
the U.S. Peace Dollar
series are very rare.
There are only a few known offcenters, broadstrikes and double
strikes. Peace Dollar mint errors
are many times rarer than Morgan
Dollar mint errors.
This is an unbelievable and
unique Peace Dollar that was
double struck. It is a flip-over
since the struck coin flipped over
but remained in the collar. It was
subsequently struck again and
rotated 270 degrees between the
strikes.

This is the only known flip-over
double struck Peace Dollar. It
was authenticated and certified
AU 58 by PCGS. It is unique
since it is double struck in the
collar and is also a flip-over.
There is considerable detail
remaining from the first strike
on both sides. Especially on the
reverse which shows the entire
portrait, eyes, nose, mouth, lips
and chin from the first strike
which was struck by the obverse
die. The obverse also shows
detail of the Eagle’s wings and
the rays of the sun from the first
strike which was struck by the
reverse die.

There are a few double struck
Peace Dollars known but the
second strikes are 80% to 95% This is truly a unique and
off-center and several have dramatic major mint error in the
Peace Dollar series.
uniface reverses.
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Unique Double Struck Peace Dollar
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Unique Double Struck Peace Dollar
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Unique Double Struck Peace Dollar

Notice the considerable detail of the portrait and face from the first strike.
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Unique Double Struck Peace Dollar

Notice the considerable detail of the Eagle’s wings and rays of the sun from the first strike.
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ANACS is the Collector’s Choice because we
know what counts: knowledge, integrity, and
service. How much we value coin collecting is
evident in our work.

anacs.com

The ANACS team enthusiastically works to
advance coin collecting by offering unequaled
expertise and developing new services.
This makes ANACS the choice of hobbyists,
professional numismatists, and dealers. We are
the coin grading service to contact when you
want to know all the details about your coin’s
authenticity and grading.

America’s Oldest
Grading Service™
Established 1972

Mint Error News Price Guide
- Updated August 2016 This price guide is brought to you by Mint Error News. It has been compiled by
many of the top major mint error dealers.
This price guide is a guide. Prices fluctuate due to the date, grade, eye appeal and how
dramatic the striking error is. Rarity is also a factor. The price is sometimes based on
the rarity and grade of the type of coin as well as how rare the error is. The price can
also vary depending on whether two collectors are bidding for the same rare major
mint error. When purchasing a mint error, it is important to use multiple resources to
determine value, as there are many mint errors that do not fit into one category.

Proof Errors (Updated August 2016)

P

roof coins are struck by technicians who hand
feed the blanks into special presses. They are
produced, examined, and packaged using extreme
quality control. It is very unusual to find major
proof errors. A few broadstrikes, off-centers,
double strikes in collars and off-metals have been
known to be found in sealed proof sets. Proof
errors are aggressively sought after by many error
collectors.
A very small group of Proof errors recently came
from a collection that was auctioned by the State of
California. The U.S. Secret Service inspected and
released this collection to the State of California
determining that it was legal to own. The State of
California then auctioned the collection and it has
been dispersed since the sale.

Denomination

Broadstrikes

Die Trials

Proof Lincoln Cent
Proof Jefferson Nickel
Proof Clad Dime
Proof Clad Quarter
Proof Clad Half
Proof Ike Dollar
Presidential Dollar

$1,000 - $1,500
$2,500 - $4,000
$3,000 - $5,000
$4,000 - $5,000
$5,000 - $7,000
$15,000
-

$1,000
$4,000
$4,000
$5,000
$4,000 - $5,000
-
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Double/Triple
Strikes
$3,000
$4,000
$4,000
$6,000
$7,500
$25,000
-

minterrornews.com

Off-Center
Strikes
$1,500 - $3,000
$2,000 - $5,000
$2,500 - $5,000
$7,500
$10,000
-

Partial Collar
Errors
$500
$1,000
$1,250
$1,500
$2,000
$4,000
3 Known

Mint Error News Price Guide
Broadstrikes (Updated August 2016)

A

broadstruck error occurs when a coin is
struck without the collar to form the rim and
edge that is part of the shape of the coin. Coins
can be broadstruck on either type one or type two
planchets. When a coin is broadstruck the blank
being fed into the collar will spread and distort
outward as it is being struck because the collar
isn’t in the correct position to retain it.

Denomination
Large Cent
Flying Eagle Cent (1857 – 1858)
Indian Cent
Lincoln Cent 1930 and Earlier
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel
Proof Lincoln Cent
3 Cent Nickel
3 Cent Silver
Shield Nickel
Liberty Nickel
Buffalo Nickel
Jefferson Nickel War Time
Proof Jefferson Nickel
Seated Half Dime Legend
Seated Dime Legend
Barber Dime
Mercury Dime
Proof Clad Dime
Barber Quarter
Standing Liberty Quarter
Washington Quarter Silver
State Quarter
Proof Clad Quarter
Barber Half
Walking Liberty Half
Franklin Half
Kennedy Half Silver
Kennedy Half Clad
Proof Clad Half
Morgan Dollar
Peace Dollar
IKE Dollar
SBA Dollar
Sac Dollar
Presidential Dollar

(Small) XF/AU
$150
$1,000
$50
$50
$40
N/A
$250
$1,000
$400
$150
$100
$100
N/A
$1,500
$1,500
$150
$40
N/A
$600
$2,000
$75
N/A
N/A
$1,000
$3,000
$1,500
$150
$40
N/A
$200
$5,000
$100
$50
N/A
N/A
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(Small) Unc
$300
$2,500
$150
$150
$100
$1,500
$1,000
$3,500
$1,250
$300
$200
$200
$2,500
$3,500
$3,500
$250
$150
$3,000
$1,250
$4,000
$150
$25
$4,000
$2,000
$5,000
$3,000
$250
$60
$5,000
$500
$7,500
$150
$75
$300
$1,500

(Large) XF/AU
$400
$1,500
$200
$100
$75
N/A
$400
$1,500
$1,000
$200
$200
$200
N/A
$2,000
$2,000
$200
$150
N/A
$1,000
$3,000
$100
N/A
N/A
$2,000
$4,000
$2,000
$200
$50
N/A
$400
$6,000
$150
$100
N/A
N/A
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(Large) Unc
$1,500
$7,500
$350
$250
$200
$2,500
$1,500
$5,000
$2,500
$600
$500
$500
$4,000
$7,500
$7,500
$400
$250
$5,000
$2,500
$6,000
$250
$50
$5,000
$4,000
$7,000
$4,000
$300
$75
$7,000
$1,000
$10,000
$200
$200
$1,000
$2,500

Mint Error News Price Guide
Partial Collars (Updated August 2016)
P

artial collar strikes occur when there is a malfunction
of the striking press. This causes the collar to be in
an incorrect position. The lower die (usually the reverse
die) is recessed in the collar. This allows the coin which
is going to be struck to have a formed rim. After a coin
is struck the lower die raises upwards, pushing the struck
coin out of the collar and ejecting it. If a blank entering
the collar is not properly seated, it will only have partial
reeding as it is struck. The edge of this coin will have a
partial reeding and a partial blank surface area. Recently,
the Mint has installed new machinery where either die can
be installed in either position.

Denomination
Large Cent
Flying Eagle Cent (1857 – 1858)
Indian Cent
Lincoln Cent 1930 and Earlier
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel
Proof Lincoln Cent
3 Cent Nickel
3 Cent Silver
Shield Nickel
Liberty Nickel
Buffalo Nickel
Jefferson Nickel War Time
Proof Jefferson Nickel
Seated Half Dime Legend
Seated Dime Legend
Barber Dime
Mercury Dime
Proof Clad Dime
Barber Quarter
Standing Liberty Quarter
Washington Quarter Silver
State Quarter
Proof Clad Quarter
Barber Half
Walking Liberty Half
Franklin Half
Kennedy Half Silver
Kennedy Half Clad
Proof Clad Half
Morgan Dollar
Peace Dollar
IKE Dollar
SBA Dollar
Sac Dollar
Presidential Dollar
$1 Gold Type 1
$1 Gold Type 2
$1 Gold Type 3
$2½ Liberty
$2½ Indian
$3
$5 Liberty
$5 Indian
$10 Liberty
$10 Indian
$20 Liberty Type 3
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XF/AU
$100
$500
$35
$30
$25
N/A
$150
$250
$200
$50
$50
$40
N/A
$750
$500
$75
$30
N/A
$300
$1,250
$40
N/A
N/A
$1,000
$1,500
$500
$50
$20
N/A
$150
$1,000
$50
$20
N/A
N/A
$2,500
$5,000
$2,000
$2,000
$2,000
$5,000
$4,000
$4,000
$4,000
$7,500
$7,500
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Unc
$200
$1,500
$100
$100
$50
$750
$500
$750
$600
$150
$75
$60
$1,000
$1,500
$1,250
$150
$100
$1,250
$750
$2,000
$75
$15
$1,500
$1,500
$3,500
$1,000
$100
$30
$2,000
$300
$2,500
$100
$30
$100
$400
$5,000
$10,000
$3,000
$3,000
$3,000
$10,000
$5,000
$6,000
$7,500
$10,000
$10,000

Mint Error News Price Guide
Uniface Strikes (Updated August 2016)

U

niface coins occur when there have been two
blank planchets in the press at the same time.
The other blank will obstruct the die on either
the obverse or reverse side, which will prevent it
from having that design on the coin. There are
many different variations involving uniface errors.
In addition to having a 100% blank obverse or
reverse, a coin can be struck off-center, with a
blank planchet in the collar which will obstruct
one side of the off-center. There are also mated
pairs which have a combination of multiple errors
which can include a side which is uniface. Finally,
there are uniface strikes due to a die cap which
adhered to the die, forming itself in the shape of a
die and striking blank planchets.

Denomination
Large Cent
Indian Cent
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears
3 Cent Nickel
Shield Nickel
Liberty Nickel
Buffalo Nickel
Jefferson Nickel War Time
Jefferson Nickel
Barber Dime
Mercury Dime
Roosevelt Dime Silver
Roosevelt Dime Clad
Washington Quarter Silver
Washington Quarter Clad
State Quarter
Kennedy Half Clad
IKE Dollar
SBA Dollar
Sac Dollar

Uniface Obverse XF
$1,500
$750
$250
$50
$1,500
$1,750
$2,000
$2,250
$300
$20
$2,000
$1,500
$100
$40
$400
$100
N/A
$750
$2,000
$500
$750
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Uniface Obverse Unc
$4,000
$3,000
$500
$100
$3,000
$4,000
$3,500
$3,000
$750
$40
$3,000
$2,500
$150
$75
$750
$125
$300
$1,000
$4,000
$1,000
$1,500

Uniface Reverse XF
$1,250
$700
$200
$40
$1,250
$1,500
$1,500
$2,000
$250
$20
$1,500
$1,250
$100
$35
$350
$75
N/A
$500
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Uniface Reverse Unc
$2,000
$2,500
$400
$75
$2,500
$3,000
$3,000
$2,500
$500
$40
$2,500
$2,250
$150
$60
$500
$100
$500
$750
$3,000
$750
$1,000

Mint Error News Price Guide
Bonded Coins

(Updated August 2016)

B

onded coins occur when the feeder
system, which supplies blank planchets
to the coin press, malfunctions and jams.
When this occurs, a struck coin is not
properly ejected and another planchet is fed
into the collar and is struck. This struck coin
will land on top of the previously unejected
strike. These coins will then crush and bond
together. This may occur many times as more
coins bond.

Denomination
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears
Lincoln Cent Memorial
Jefferson Nickel
Roosevelt Dime Silver
Roosevelt Dime Clad
Washington Quarter Silver
Washington Quarter Clad
State Quarter
Kennedy Half Silver
Kennedy Half Clad
IKE Dollar
SBA Dollar
Sac Dollar

2 Planchets
$5,000
$600
$1,250
$4,000
$1,500
$7,500
$3,000
$5,000
$12,500
$10,000
−
$10,000
$10,000
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3-4 Planchets
$15,000
$2,000
$5,000
$12,500
$5,000
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
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5-10 Planchets
−
$5,000 - $10,000
$6,000 - $10,000
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Mint Error News Price Guide
Struck Fragments
(Updated August 2016)

T

he blanking press takes the coils of
metal strips and punches blanks out of
it, ejecting the webbing at the other end. The
webbing is cut into small scrap pieces to be
melted and recycled. Occasionally a scrap
piece will be mixed with the blank planchets
and struck by the dies. Struck fragments are
rare in the larger denominations. These can
be uniface or die struck both sides and are
very rare on type coins.

Denomination
Indian Cent
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears
Lincoln Cent Memorial
3 Cent Nickel
Jefferson Nickel
Roosevelt Dime Silver
Roosevelt Dime Clad
Washington Quarter Silver
Washington Quarter Clad
State Quarter
Kennedy Half Silver
Kennedy Half Clad
IKE Dollar
SBA Dollar
Sac Dollar
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Uniface
$1,000
$750
$75
$3,000
$100
$500
$150
$1,250
$200
$750
$1,500
$750
$4,000
$2,000
$2,000

Die Struck Both Sides
$2,000
$2,000
$125
$3,500
$200
$1,000
$250
$1,500
$300
$1,000
$2,500
$1,250
$6,000
$3,000
$4,000
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Mint Error News Price Guide
Mated Pairs (Updated August 2016)

M

ated pairs involve two individual coins with different
errors that were struck together at the same time. Mated
pair error combinations can be found in most error types and
come in many shapes and sizes. Mated pairs can be overlapped
when one of the coins is struck off-center on top of another
coin. Another type involves a brockage where a struck coin
was perfectly centered on a blank and restruck. Some mated
pairs involve a die cap where the cap and brockage coin are
discovered together, but this is a scarce find.
The rarest mated pair type involves two die caps (obverse and
reverse) where both dies were capped at the same time and both
die caps are mated. This last type is extremely rare and there
are only a few known examples of mated pairs involving an
obverse die cap and reverse die cap. There are several of these mated pairs known on Kennedy Halves
including two dated 1976, which is the Bicentennial year. One of the most spectacular mated pairs involve
two Barber Dimes, an obverse die cap mated to a reverse die cap and are unique.
Mated pairs can also involve an off-metal where a smaller blank planchet or smaller struck coin was struck
on top of a larger coin. This type is extremely rare. The most spectacular pair known is a double struck
Franklin Half which was mated to a Lincoln Cent. The Lincoln Cent blank was on top of the obverse of the
struck Franklin Half. This pair was then struck together. It is unique.
Denomination
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears
Lincoln Cent Memorial
Liberty Nickel
Jefferson Nickel (pre War Time)
Jefferson Nickel
Barber Dime
Roosevelt Dime Silver
Roosevelt Dime Clad
Washington Quarter Silver
Washington Quarter Clad
State Quarter
Kennedy Half Silver
Kennedy Half Clad
Kennedy Half Bicentennial
IKE Dollar
SBA Dollar
Sac Dollar

Overlapping
$3,500
$500
−
−
$1,000
−
$3,500
$1,250
$5,000
$2,000
$4,000
$7,500
$5,000
$6,000
$20,000
$10,000
−
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Full Brockage
$4,500
$750
$20,000
−
$1,250
−
$4,000
$1,500
−
$2,500
$6,000
$7,500
$6,000
$7,500
−
$12,500
−
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Die Cap
$7,500
$750
−
−
$1,500
−
$4,000
$2,500
−
$5,000
$10,000
$7,500
$6,000
$7,500
−
−
−

2 Die Caps
−
$1,250
−
$15,000
$2,500
$50,000
−
$3,000
−
$7,500
−
$12,500
$8,500
$10,000
−
−
−

Mint Error News Price Guide
Transitional Errors (Updated August 2016)

A

transitional error occurs when a coin is
struck on a planchet from a previous year
with different metal composition. The most
famous transitional is a 1943 copper cent struck
on a 1942 copper blank. 1943 cents were struck in
steel because of the copper shortage during World
War II. Other famous transitionals include 1965
coinage struck in silver instead of clad.
There are also transitionals struck on blanks for
the next year. An example is 1964 coinage in clad
instead of silver. Most recently, transitionals were
discovered involving the SBA and Sacagawea
Dollars of 1999 and 2000. There are eight known
1999 SBA Dollars struck on the brass planchet for
the 2000 Sacagawea Dollar, and four known 2000
Sacagawea Dollars struck on a clad planchet for
the 1999 SBA Dollar.

Denomination

Off-Metal Planchet

Circulated

AU

Unc

Choice Unc – Gem

Lincoln Cent 1943 Transitional
Lincoln Cent 1944 Transitional
Lincoln Cent 1964 Transitional
Lincoln Cent 1965 Transitional
Roosevelt Dime 1964 Transitional
Roosevelt Dime 1965 Transitional
Washington Quarter 1964 Transitional
Washington Quarter 1965 Transitional
Kennedy Half 1964 Transitional
Kennedy Half 1965 Transitional
Kennedy Half 1964 Transitional
Kennedy Half 1965 Transitional
Ike Dollar Transitional
SBA Dollar Transitional
Sacagawea Dollar Transitional

Copper Cent Planchet
Steel Cent Planchet
Clad Dime Planchet
Silver Dime Planchet
Clad Dime Planchet
Silver Dime Planchet
Clad Quarter Planchet
Silver Quarter Planchet
Clad Half Planchet
Silver Half Planchet
Clad Quarter Planchet
Silver Quarter Planchet
40% Silver Planchet
Sacagawea Planchet
SBA Planchet

$75,000
$30,000
$2,000
$2,750
$5,000
$5,000
$5,000
$5,000
$5,000
$5,000
$5,000
$7,000
$2,750
N/A
N/A

$100,000
$50,000
$3,000
$4,500
$6,500
$6,500
$6,500
$6,500
$6,000
$6,500
$6,000
$8,000
$3,000
N/A
N/A

$200,000
$100,000
$3,500
$6,000
$7,500
$7,500
$7,500
$7,500
$7,000
$7,500
$7,500
$9,000
$3,500
$7,500
$7,500

$250,000
$150,000
$4,000
$7,500
$8,500
$8,500
$8,500
$8,500
$9,000
$10,000
$8,500
$10,000
$4,000
$10,000
$10,000
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Mint Error News Price Guide
U.S. Gold Errors (Updated August 2016)

M

ajor mint errors on U.S. Gold coins are the
most prized category of all mint errors.
Gold errors are very rare and a few have traded in
the $75,000 to $100,000 range. Even a broadstruck
U.S. Gold coin can easily sell for $15,000 to
$30,000 compared to a broadstruck Cent, Nickel,
Dime or Quarter which all sell for well under $10.
Many serious collectors of Gold Errors have to
wait patiently for months and sometimes even
years to acquire that one special piece for their
collection.
The prices listed here are for common dates in
AU-Unc. Better dates and errors that are in gem
condition are worth considerably more.

Denomination

Partial Collar

Broadstruck

Clipped Planchet

3% - 5% Off-Center

10% - 15% Off-Center

$1 Gold Type 1
$1 Gold Type 2
$1 Gold Type 3
$2½ Liberty
$2½ Indian
$3 Indian
$5 Liberty
$5 Indian
$10 Liberty
$10 Indian
$20 Liberty
$20 St. Gaudens
$5 American Eagle
$10 American Eagle
$25 American Eagle
$50 American Eagle

$1,000
$5,000
$1,000
$2,000
$2,000
$5,000
$4,000
$5,000
$4,000
$5,000
$5,000
–
$1,000
$1,250
$1,500
$2,000

$5,000
$10,000
$4,000
$7,500
$7,500
$15,000
$8,500
$10,000
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
–
$2,000
$2,500
$3,000
$5,000

$2,000
$10,000
$1,500
$2,500
$2,500
$5,000
$3,000
$3,000
$3,000
$5,000
$7,500
$5,000
$750
$1,000
$1,500
$2,000

$10,000
$20,000
$7,500
$10,000
$7,500
$15,000
$12,500
$30,000
$25,000
$30,000
$50,000
–
$2,500
$3,000
$3,500
$5,000

$25,000
$35,000
$15,000
$20,000
$17,500
$35,000
$30,000
$50,000
$50,000
$60,000
$125,000
–
$3,500
$3,500
$5,000
$10,000
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Mint Error News Price Guide
Indents (Updated August 2016)

A

n indent error occurs when two blanks are
fed inadvertently into the same collar, with
one blank partly overlaying on top of the other.
When the hammer die strikes this combination,
the upper blank will be forced into the lower
blank, creating a depression which is shaped
similar to the upper blank. A scarce type of
indent occurs when a blank intended for one
denomination lands on top of a blank from a
different denomination.

Denomination
Large Cent
Indian Cent
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears
3 Cent Nickel
Shield Nickel
Liberty Nickel
Buffalo Nickel
Jefferson Nickel War Time
Jefferson Nickel
Barber Dime
Mercury Dime
Roosevelt Dime Silver
Roosevelt Dime Clad
Washington Quarter Silver
Washington Quarter Clad
State Quarter
Kennedy Half Clad
IKE Dollar
SBA Dollar
Sac Dollar

10% - 25% XF
$300
$250
$100
$30
$500
$500
$400
$300
$200
$10
$1,000
$300
$30
$10
$100
$25
N/A
$150
$350
$200
$300
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30% - 50% XF
$600
$500
$300
$75
$1,250
$1,500
$1,000
$1,000
$400
$25
$2,000
$750
$60
$20
$200
$50
N/A
$300
$1,000
$400
$500

10% - 25% Unc
$750
$400
$175
$75
$1,500
$2,000
$750
$600
$400
$15
$1,500
$500
$50
$15
$150
$35
$200
$200
$500
$250
$400
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30% - 50% Unc
$2,000
$750
$500
$125
$3,000
$3,000
$1,500
$2,000
$750
$30
$3,000
$1,500
$100
$30
$300
$100
$350
$400
$1,500
$500
$750

Mint Error News Price Guide
Die Caps (Updated August 2016)

D

ie caps are caused when a struck coin sticks
to the upper hammer die. Once the coin is
struck to the die face, the reverse of the struck
coin becomes the new die face. When the next
blank is fed into the collar and the strike occurs,
the reverse design of the adhered struck coin impresses itself into the new blank. This struck coin
is a brockage strike. The coin that adhered to the
upper die is known as a die cap. This process repeats itself as more coins are struck by the cap.
The greater the number of strikes, the higher the
cap metal will be pushed around the upper die
shaft. Eventually, the cap brakes away from the
die in the shape of a thimble.

Denomination
Large Cent
Indian Cent 1859
Indian Cent 1860-1864
Indian Cent 1864-1909
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears
Lincoln Cent Memorial
2 Cent Piece
3 Cent Nickel
Shield Nickel
Liberty Nickel
Buffalo Nickel (1 Known)
Jefferson Nickel War Time
Jefferson Nickel
Barber Dime
Mercury Dime (2 Known)
Roosevelt Dime Silver
Roosevelt Dime Clad
Barber Quarter
Washington Quarter Silver
Washington Quarter Clad
State Quarter
Kennedy Half Silver
Kennedy Half Clad
Kennedy Half Bicentennial
IKE Dollar
SBA Dollar
Sac Dollar

Obverse Cap XF
$25,000
$20,000
$15,000
$15,000
–
$1,000
$150
$20,000
–
–
$12,500
–
$10,000
$200
$15,000
$5,000
$750
$200
$20,000
$1,500
$350
N/A
$3,000
$2,000
$2,500
–
N/A
N/A
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Obverse Cap Unc
$50,000
$40,000
$40,000
$30,000
–
$2,500
$200
$50,000
–
–
$25,000
$30,000
–
$350
$30,000
$7,500
$1,250
$400
$50,000
$4,000
$750
$1,000
$5,000
$3,500
$4,000
$30,000
$15,000
$15,000

Reverse Cap XF
–
–
–
–
–
$500
$50
$15,000
–
–
–
–
–
$150
$12,500
–
$500
$200
–
$1,500
$250
N/A
$2,000
$1,500
$1,750
–
N/A
N/A
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Reverse Cap Unc
–
–
–
–
–
$1,000
$100
$30,000
–
–
–
–
–
$250
$20,000
–
$750
$250
–
$2,000
$350
$600
$3,000
$2,000
$2,500
–
$10,000
$15,000

Mint Error News Price Guide
Die Adjustment Strikes (Updated August 2016)

D

ie adjustment strikes are also known
as die trials. This error occurs when a
coin is struck from the press with very little
pressure. When the press is being set up and
adjusted, extremely weak strikes occur as the
strike pressure reaches its optimum level.
These die trials are destroyed after being
struck and are rarely found in circulation.

Denomination
Indian Cent
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ear
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel
Lincoln Cent Memorial
2 Cent
Liberty Nickel
Buffalo Nickel
Jefferson Nickel War Time
Jefferson Nickel
Proof Jefferson Nickel
Barber Dime
Mercury Dime
Roosevelt Dime Silver
Roosevelt Dime Clad
Seated Quarter
Standing Liberty Quarter
Washington Quarter Silver
Washington Quarter Clad (Pre-State)
State Quarter
Walking Liberty Half
Kennedy Half Silver
Kennedy Half Clad
Proof Kennedy Half 40% Silver
Proof Kennedy Half Clad
Morgan Dollar
Peace Dollar
IKE Dollar
IKE Dollar Bicentennial
SBA Dollar
Sac Dollar
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XF/AU
$1,000
$200
$750
$50
$5,000
$3,000
$4,000
$1,250
$75
N/A
$2,500
$1,000
$350
$100
$4,000
$7,500
$500
$125
N/A
$2,500
$500
$200
N/A
N/A
$4,000
$7,000
$300
$350
N/A
N/A
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Unc
$2,000
$300
$1,500
$75
–
$5,000
$7,500
$2,000
$100
$4,000
$3,500
$1,500
$500
$125
$7,500
$15,000
$750
$150
$200
$5,000
$750
$250
$5,000
$4,000
$7,500
$10,000
$400
$500
$500
$1,000

Mint Error News Price Guide
Double Denominations (Updated August 2016)

O

ne of the most expensive, popular, and
desired types of errors are the double
denominations. This error happens when a
coin is struck on a previously struck coin of a
smaller denomination. Examples are a cent on
a struck dime, and a nickel on a struck cent.
The most dramatic are those with considerable
design visible from the original strike. There
are a few known double denominations with
different dates.

Denomination

Struck On

Circulated

AU

Unc

Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears

Mercury Dime

$6,000

$12,500

$20,000

Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears

Roosevelt Dime

$4,000

$5,000

$6,000

Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears

Foreign Coin

$2,000

$2,500

–

Lincoln Cent Memorial

Roosevelt Dime Silver

$3,000

$4,500

$6,000

Lincoln Cent Memorial

Roosevelt Dime Clad

N/A

N/A

$750

Lincoln Cent Memorial

Foreign Coin

Jefferson Nickel

Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears

Jefferson Nickel

Lincoln Cent Memorial

Jefferson Nickel

Foreign Coin

Jefferson Nickel

Roosevelt Dime

$1,000

$1,250

$1,500

Roosevelt Dime Silver

Foreign Coin

$4,000

$5,000

$7,500

Roosevelt Dime Clad

Foreign Coin

$3,000

$4,000

$5,000

Washington Quarter Silver

Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears

$3,000

$4,000

$6,000

Washington Quarter Silver

Lincoln Cent Memorial

$2,500

$3,000

$3,500

Washington Quarter Silver

Foreign Coin

$2,500

$3,000

$3,500

Washington Quarter Silver

Jefferson Nickel

$3,000

$4,000

$6,000

Washington Quarter Silver

Roosevelt Dime Silver

$2,500

$3,000

$3,500

Washington Quarter Clad

Lincoln Cent Memorial

$2,500

$3,000

$3,500

Washington Quarter Clad

Foreign Coin

$2,000

$2,500

$3,000

Washington Quarter Clad

Jefferson Nickel

$2,500

$3,000

$3,500

Washington Quarter Clad

Roosevelt Dime Clad

$2,000

$2,500

$3,000

State Quarter

Jefferson Nickel

N/A

$5,000

$7,500

State Quarter (Extremely Rare)

Any Other Denomination

N/A

$10,000

$12,500

Franklin Half

Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears

$7,500

$12,500

$25,000

Kennedy Half (Extremely Rare)

Any Denomination

$7,500

$10,000

$12,500

IKE Dollar (Extremely Rare)

Any Denomination

$15,000

$20,000

$25,000

Sac Dollar

Maryland State Quarter

N/A

$3,000

$4,000
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N/A

$600

$750

$1,500

$2,000

$2,500

N/A

$750

$1,000

$1,000

$1,250

$1,500
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Mint Error News Price Guide
Brockages (Updated August 2016)
A

brockage error can only occur when there
are two coins involved. One of the coins
involved will always be a struck coin which has
not ejected properly. That struck coin will find
its way back between the dies and will be struck
next to a blank planchet which was fed into the
collar. The image of that first struck coin will be
impressed into that side of the blank planchet. The
result will be a second coin which has images of
the first coin impressed into it. Those images will
be pressed into the coin and the image will be in
reverse. This incuse sunken image is known as a
brockage.

Denomination

50% Brockage XF

100% Brockage XF

50% Brockage Unc

100% Brockage Unc

Large Cent

$600

$1,000

$3,000

$10,000

Indian Cent

$500

$1,250

$1,500

$4,000

Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel

$350

$500

$650

$1,000

Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears

$125

$200

$200

$350

3 Cent Nickel

$1,250

$2,000

$3,500

$5,000

3 Cent Silver

$2,000

$3,000

$3,000

$6,000

Shield Nickel

$1,500

$2,500

$3,500

$5,000

Liberty Nickel

$1,250

$2,250

$2,000

$4,000

Buffalo Nickel

$2,000

$2,500

$4,000

$7,500

Jefferson Nickel War Time

$250

$750

$750

$1,500

Jefferson Nickel

$50

$75

$50

$150

$1,500

$3,500

$5,000

$12,500

Mercury Dime

$750

$3,000

$1,500

$4,000

Roosevelt Dime Silver

$100

$200

$150

$250

Roosevelt Dime Clad

$50

$100

$75

$150

Washington Quarter Silver

$200

$500

$500

$1,000

Washington Quarter Clad

$75

$150

$150

$250

State Quarter

N/A

N/A

$750

$1,500

Kennedy Half Clad

N/A

N/A

$650

$1,500

IKE Dollar

$1,500

$4,000

$3,000

$7,500

SBA Dollar

N/A

N/A

$500

$2,500

Sac Dollar

N/A

N/A

$1,500

$5,000

Barber Dime
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Mint Error News Price Guide
Double & Multiple Strikes (Updated August 2016)

W

hen a blank planchet is struck by the
dies, the normal procedure is for the
feeders to eject the struck coin out of the collar
and into a chute. If there is a malfunction and
the struck coin isn’t ejected, it may receive a
second or third strike by the dies. A multiple
struck coin can happen in many ways and
have many combinations of errors.

(Since each double and multiple strike can vary from being 10% offcenter to 90% off-center, the prices listed below can be substantially
more based on the percent off-center and dramatic overall look.)

Denomination
Large Cent
Indian Cent
Lincoln Cent 1930 and Earlier
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel
Proof Lincoln Cent
3 Cent Nickel
Liberty Nickel
Buffalo Nickel
Jefferson Nickel War Time
Proof Jefferson Nickel
Barber Dime
Mercury Dime
Proof Clad Dime
Standing Liberty Quarter
Washington Quarter Silver
State Quarter
Proof Clad Quarter
Walking Liberty Half
Franklin Half
Kennedy Half Silver
Kennedy Half Clad
Proof Kennedy Half Clad
Morgan Dollar
Peace Dollar
IKE Dollar
SBA Dollar
Sac Dollar

XF/AU
$1,000
$600
$850
$400
N/A
$2,000
$4,000
$5,000
$750
N/A
$4,000
$3,500
N/A
$15,000
$200
N/A
N/A
$10,000
$6,500
$1,500
N/A
N/A
$10,000
$15,000
$2,000
$1,000
$750
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Unc
$7,500
$1,000
$1,500
$1,500
$4,000
$3,500
$10,000
$10,000
$2,000
$5,000
$10,000
$8,500
$5,000
$50,000
$350
$350 – $750
$6,000
$25,000
$10,000
$2,500
$750
$7,500
$25,000
$40,000
$4,000 - $7,500
$2,500 – $4,000
$1,250 – $2,500

Mint Error News Price Guide
Off-Center Strikes

(Updated August 2016)

O

ff-center coins are one of the most
common and best known types of
errors. This happens when a blank which is
supposed to be fed into the press, lands in the
collar improperly. When this occurs only part
of the blank is between the upper and lower
dies. When the dies strike the blank, only that
part will be struck with a design.

Denomination
Large Cent
Flying Eagle Cent (1857 – 1858)
Indian Cent
Lincoln Cent 1930 and Earlier
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel
Proof Lincoln Cent
3 Cent Nickel
3 Cent Silver
Shield Nickel
Liberty Nickel
Buffalo Nickel
Jefferson Nickel War Time
Proof Jefferson Nickel
Seated Half Dime Legend
Seated Dime Legend
Barber Dime
Mercury Dime
Proof Clad Dime
Barber Quarter
Standing Liberty Quarter
Washington Quarter Silver
State Quarter
Proof Clad Quarter
Barber Half
Walking Liberty Half
Franklin Half
Kennedy Half Silver
Kennedy Half Clad
Proof Clad Half
Morgan Dollar
Peace Dollar
IKE Dollar
SBA Dollar
Sac Dollar
Presidential Dollar

10% - 15% XF/AU
$400
$2,500
$100
$75
$40
N/A
$300
$1,000
$750
$250
$250
$100
N/A
$3,000
$2,000
$300
$100
N/A
$1,500
$5,000
$50
N/A
N/A
$4,000
$4,000
$2,500
$100
$60
N/A
$3,000
$20,000
$125
N/A
N/A
−
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25% - 60% XF/AU
$2,500
$10,000
$400
$300
$250
N/A
$1,500
$5,000
$2,500
$1,000
$750
$500
N/A
$7,500
$7,000
$1,500
$750
N/A
$5,000
$20,000
$100
N/A
N/A
$10,000
$12,500
$4,000
$500
$250
N/A
$15,000
$35,000
$1,250
N/A
N/A
−
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10% - 15% Unc
$1,000
$5,000
$200
$150
$100
$1,500
$600
$2,000
$1,000
$500
$400
$200
$2,000
$5,000
$3,500
$500
$150
$2,500
$2,500
$20,000
$75
$75
$3,000
$6,000
$7,500
$3,500
$250
$100
$4,000
$10,000
$50,000
$150
$100
$1,000
$1,500

25% - 60% Unc
$10,000
$20,000
$600
$750
$500
$3,000
$3,500
$7,500
$7,500
$2,500
$1,500
$1,000
$5,000
$15,000
$10,000
$2,500
$1,250
$5,000
$10,000
$40,000
$150
$300
$6,000
$20,000
$20,000
$7,500
$1,000
$400
$7,500
$50,000
$100,000
$2,000
$500
$3,500
$5,000

Mint Error News Price Guide
Off-Metals

(Updated August 2016)

O

ff-metal and wrong planchet errors occur when a correctly made
blank from one denomination is accidentally fed into a press for
another denomination. Examples are a nickel struck on a cent planchet
and a cent struck on a dime planchet. The coin struck on an incorrect
blank will weigh exactly what the denomination of that blank would
have been. An even more dramatic wrong planchet error is a coin struck
on a previously struck coin of a different metal.

Denomination

Off-Metal Planchet

Circulated

AU

Unc

Choice Unc – Gem

Indian Cent
Indian Cent
Lincoln Cent Before 1919
Lincoln Cent Before 1919
Lincoln Cent 1919 – 1940
Lincoln Cent 1919 – 1940
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel
Lincoln Cent 1943 Transitional
Lincoln Cent 1944 Transitional
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears (1941-1964)

Foreign Planchet
Dime Planchet
Dime Planchet
Foreign Planchet
Dime Planchet
Foreign Planchet
Dime Planchet
Copper Cent Planchet
Steel Cent Planchet
Dime Planchet

$1,000
$20,000
$4,000
$750
$2,000
$500
$1,500
$75,000
$30,000
$500

$1,500
$30,000
$6,500
$2,000
$2,500
$1,000
$2,500
100,000
$50,000
$600

$5,000
$50,000
$10,000
$4,000
$4,000
$1,500
$3,500
$150,000
$100,000
$1,000

$7,500
$75,000
–
–
$6,000
$2,500
$7,500
$200,000
$150,000
$2,000

Lincoln Cent 1965 and Later
Lincoln Cent 1964 Transitional
Lincoln Cent 1965 Transitional
Shield Nickel
Shield Nickel
Liberty Nickel
Liberty Nickel
Buffalo Nickel
Buffalo Nickel
Jefferson Nickel Before 1950
Jefferson Nickel 1950 and Later
Jefferson Nickel 1943
Jefferson Nickel 1964 and Earlier
Jefferson Nickel 1965 and Later
Roosevelt Dime Silver
Roosevelt Dime Clad
Roosevelt Dime 1964 Transitional
Roosevelt Dime 1965 Transitional
Washington Quarter Silver
Washington Quarter Silver
Washington Quarter Clad

Dime Planchet
Clad Dime Planchet
Silver Dime Planchet
Foreign Planchet
Cent Planchet
Foreign Planchet
Cent Planchet
Foreign Planchet
Cent Planchet
Cent Planchet
Cent Planchet
Steel Cent Planchet
Silver Dime Planchet
Clad Dime Planchet
Foreign Planchet
Foreign Planchet
Clad Dime Planchet
Silver Dime Planchet
Cent Planchet
Nickel Planchet
Cent Planchet

$125
$2,000
$2,750
$7,500
$15,000
$400
$2,000
$2,500
$2,000
$250
$125
$1,000
$200
$150
$2,000
$1,500
$5,000
$5,000
$300
$300
$250

$150
$3,000
$4,500
$12,500
$25,000
$750
$3,000
$7,500
$4,000
$500
$150
$2,000
$300
$200
$2,500
$2,000
$6,500
$6,500
$400
$400
$300

$200
$3,500
$6,000
–
$40,000
$1,250
$6,000
$12,500
$6,000
$750
$200
$3,000
$350
$225
$3,000
$2,250
$10,000
$7,500
$500
$500
$400

$350
$4,000
$7,500
–
$60,000
$2,000
$7,500
–
$8,000
$1,000
$250
$5,000
$400
$250
$3,500
$2,500
$12,500
$8,500
$750
$600
$500
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Mint Error News Price Guide
Off-Metals (Updated August 2016)
Denomination

Off-Metal Planchet

Circulated

AU

Unc

Choice Unc – Gem

Washington Quarter Clad
Washington Quarter
Washington Quarter
Washington Quarter 1964 Transitional
Washington Quarter 1965 Transitional
State Quarter
Delaware State Quarter
All Other State Quarters
State Quarter
Walking Half
Walking Half
Walking Half
Franklin Half
Franklin Half
Franklin Half
Franklin Half
Kennedy Half Silver 1964
Kennedy Half Silver 1964
Kennedy Half Silver 1964
Kennedy Half Silver 1964
Kennedy Half Clad
Kennedy Half Clad
Kennedy Half Clad
Kennedy Half Clad
Kennedy Half 1964 Transitional
Kennedy Half 1965 Transitional
Kennedy Half 1964 Transitional
Kennedy Half 1965 Transitional
Ike Dollar
Ike Dollar
Ike Dollar
Ike Dollar
Ike Dollar
Ike Dollar
Ike Dollar Transitional
SBA Dollar
SBA Dollar

Nickel Planchet
Silver Dime Planchet
Clad Dime Planchet
Clad Quarter Planchet
Silver Quarter Planchet
Cent Planchet
Nickel Planchet
Nickel Planchet
Dime Planchet
Dime Planchet
Quarter Planchet
Foreign Planchet
Cent Planchet
Nickel Planchet
Dime Planchet
Quarter Planchet
Cent Planchet
Nickel Planchet
Dime Planchet
Quarter Planchet
Cent Planchet
Nickel Planchet
Dime Planchet
Quarter Planchet
Clad Half Planchet
Silver Half Planchet
Clad Quarter Planchet
Silver Quarter Planchet
Cent Planchet
Nickel Planchet
Dime Planchet
Quarter Planchet
Half Planchet
Foreign Planchet
40% Silver Planchet
Cent Planchet
Nickel Planchet

$100
$300
$250
$5,000
$5,000
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
$17,500
$10,000
$3,000
$3,000
$3,500
$600
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$400
$750
$750
$750
$350
$3,500
$5,000
$3,000
$7,000
$7,500
$10,000
$7,500
$7,000
$1,600
$900
$2,750
N/A
N/A

$150
$400
$300
$6,500
$6,500
$6,500
$500
$1,000
$5,000
N/A
$22,500
$15,000
$4,000
$4,000
$4,500
$750
$1,250
$1,250
$1,250
$500
$850
$850
$850
$400
$4,500
$6,500
$4,000
$8,000
$10,000
$12,500
$8,500
$10,000
$1,750
$1,000
$3,000
$1,750
$6,000

$200
$500
$350
$7,500
$7,500
$7,500
$650
$1,250
$5,500
N/A
$40,000
$30,000
$5,000
$5,000
$5,500
$1,000
$1,500
$1,500
$2,000
$600
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$450
$6,000
$7,500
$6,000
$9,000
$12,500
$15,000
$10,000
$12,500
$2,000
$1,250
$3,500
$3,000
$7,000

$250
$650
$400
$12,500
$8,500
$8,000
$750
$1,500
$6,000
$50,000
$35,000
$25,000
$6,000
$6,000
$6,500
$1,250
$2,000
$2,000
$2,500
$750
$1,500
$1,250
$1,400
$500
$10,000
$10,000
$7,500
$10,000
$15,000
$20,000
$12,500
$15,000
$3,000
$1,500
$5,000
$5,000
$8,000

SBA Dollar
SBA Dollar
Sac Dollar
Sac Dollar
Sac Dollar
Sac Dollar

Dime Planchet
Quarter Planchet
Cent Planchet
Nickel Planchet
Dime Planchet
Quarter Planchet

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$6,000
$600
$12,500
$12,500
$8,000
$1,500

$7,000
$850
$15,000
$15,000
$15,000
$2,000

$10,000
$1,000
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
$2,500
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Mint Error News Price Guide
Counterbrockages
(Updated August 2016)

A

counterbrockage error involves a cap
die and a previously struck coin. When
a cap die strikes a previously struck coin, the
obverse design from that struck coin will be
impressed into the cap. The result will be a
design where the cap face will be an incuse
brockage. When a new blank is struck by
this cap die with an incuse brockage image,
the obverse will have a raised and spread
image from that incuse design of the cap.
This brockage impression is known as a
counterbrockage.

Denomination

Circulated

AU

Unc

Choice Unc - Gem

$1,000

$1,500

$2,000

$2,500

Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel

$500

$750

$1,500

$2,000

Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears

$200

$200

$300

$500

Lincoln Cent Memorial

$40

$50

$75

$100

Shield Nickel

$1,500

$2,000

$4,000

$5,000

Liberty Nickel

$1,500

$2,000

$4,000

$5,000

$50

$100

$150

$200

$3,000

$5,000

$7,500

$10,000

Roosevelt Dime Silver

$300

$500

$750

$1,000

Roosevelt Dime Clad

$100

$150

$250

$300

Washington Quarter Silver

$500

$1,000

$1,500

$2,000

Washington Quarter Clad

$100

$200

$300

$400

State Quarter

N/A

$750

$1,250

$1,500

Kennedy Half Silver

$1,250

$2,000

$3,000

$4,000

Kennedy Half Clad

$500

$750

$1,250

$1,500

SBA Dollar

N/A

$2,000

$3,000

$4,000

Indian Cent

Jefferson Nickel
Barber Dime
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Mint Error News Price Guide
Fold-Over Strikes

(Updated August 2016)

A

fold-over coin is one of the most
dramatic types of errors. It occurs
when the blank is standing vertically
between the dies. During the strike, the
force is so great that it bends and folds the
blank. These fold-overs can be on-center
or off-center, and come in many different
shapes. There are a few fold-overs with
multiple errors, either with an additional
strike or fold-over. Denominations above
quarters are very scarce.

Denomination

AU

AU Dated

Unc

Unc Dated

Indian Cent Memorial Copper

$1,000

$1,250

$1,250

$1,500

$750

$1,000

$1,000

$1,250

Jefferson Nickel

$2,500

$3,000

$3,000

$4,000

Roosevelt Dime Silver

$4,000

$5,000

$5,000

$6,000

Roosevelt Dime Clad

$3,000

$3,500

$3,500

$4,500

Washington Quarter Silver

$4,000

$5,000

$5,000

$10,000

Washington Quarter Clad

$3,500

$4,000

$4,000

$5,000

State Quarter

$5,000

$6,000

$6,000

$8,500

Lincoln Cent Memorial Zinc
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Mint Error News Price Guide
Martha Washington Test Pieces
(Updated August 2016)

T

here is one set of a Dime, Quarter and
Half struck by Martha Washington
dies that are permanently housed in the
Smithsonian Institute, embedded in blocks
of lucite. According to United States Pattern
and Related Issues, by Andrew W. Pollock
III, “the only trial pieces purported to have
survived metallurgical testing in 1965 were
the Dime, Quarter Dollar, and Half Dollar
equivalent strikes in copper-nickel clad over
copper.”
Mike Byers’ discovery of the Martha
Washington Test Piece on a copper-zinc Cent planchet struck 10% off-center with a uniface reverse
was a front page Coin World article on August 7th, 2000.

Denomination

Unc

Choice

Gem

Martha Cent

$4,000

$5,000

$6,000

Martha Nickel

$4,500

$6,000

$7,500

Martha Dime

$7,500

$10,000

$12,500

Martha Quarter

$5,000

$7,500

$10,000

Martha Half Dollar

$5,000

$7,500

$10,000

Martha Dollar (SBA Planchet)

$10,000

$12,500

$15,000

Martha Dollar (Sac Planchet)

$6,000

$7,500

$10,000
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Issues of Mint Error News Magazine are available for you to read online at:

minterrornews.com

Mike Byer s is the Publisher & Editor of Mint Er ror News M aga zine

The CoinWeek Mission:
Our mission is a simple one, to inform, entertain and educate our readers about
coins, paper money, and every other area of numismatic pursuit.
We accomplish that mission by having the best numismatic writers and contributors
in the industry. In fact since 2011, CoinWeek writers and contributors have won
over 40 Numismatic Literary Guild Awards and CoinWeek itself has been named
the “Best Online News Site” for the last 4 years straight.
CoinWeek provides the facts that collectors can use. We tell the back stories about
coins and the people that collect and sell them. We provide perspective commentary
and analysis on the issues that effect the industry and the hobby we love…. And we
do it all for FREE.
Why You Should Read CoinWeek:
• CoinWeek is independent and unafraid of tackling important issues that face
the hobby.
• CoinWeek and its representatives attend almost all of the major Coin & Currency
conventions in order to bring the most current print and video news from the
numismatic marketplace to our readers.
• CoinWeek offers innovative coverage of modern coin issues, auction houses,
and the world mints. We go beyond the surface information you usually find
elsewhere.
• CoinWeek maintains the largest numismatic video library accessible on the web
to offer our subscribers the most comprehensive educational video available
with information about rare coin and currency news, seminars, interviews,
collecting tips and more.

coinweek.com

New Edition of Bart’s United States Paper Money Errors Available Now
Comprehensive Catalog and Price
Guide makes first appearance since
2008
By Coin & Currency Institute….
After a lapse of seven years, a new
edition of United States Paper Money
Errors, Fred Bart’s ground-breaking
book is now available. The fourth
edition is more than just an update
to the third: Bureau of Engraving
and Printing (BEP) errors have been
added, nearly all the illustrations have
been changed, there is a rarity guide
for each note–which additionally are
now priced in four grades (EF, AU,
Choice CU and Gem CU)–and, for the
first time, there is a section showing
some notes in color.
This has always been an enormously
popular book, not only among
established collectors but also with
newcomers seeking to learn more
about their “find.” There is no other
book like it on the market. More than
a price guide, its 296 pages contain a
wealth of information on what to look
for and what mistakes to avoid. It is
a necessity for all dealers, collectors,
and anyone who comes into regular
contact with paper money.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The new and improved must-have book for U.S. paper money errors
Rarity guide for each note
Prices in four conditions
The universally-used Friedberg Numbering System™–The standard
method for describing U.S. currency
Invaluable appendices with data found nowhere else
Hundreds of photos
296 pages, 20+ with new info
Convenient & handy 5.75 x inch format

MIKE BYERS INC
MIKEBYERS.COM

U.S. & World Major Mint Errors
1990-D Lincoln Cent
Struck on a 3.1 gram Copper Planchet
Pre-1983 Cent Planchet
PCGS MS 64 Brown
UNIQUE TRANSITIONAL
$25,000

MIKE BYERS INC

P.O. B ox 26 8 07, L a s V e g a s , N V 89126
M I K E@ M I K EBY ER S .COM | 714 -914 - 6 415

1884-O Morgan Dollar Struck 20% Off-Center
NGC MS-61
$32,000.00

PO Box 80459
Charlston, SC 29416-0459

(1879-1901) Morgan Dollar Struck 25% Off-Center
NGC XF-45
$17,000.00

PO Box 80459
Charlston, SC 29416-0459

Northeast Numismatics has a million dollar plus inventory of over
3,500 certified United States and world coins. We carry every area
of U.S. coinage from colonials through rare gold including proof
and mint state type, commemoratives, silver dollars and much
more. We also offer an extensive inventory of world coins.
Northeast Numismatics
10 Concord Crossing, Ste. 220
Concord, MA 01742
800-449-2646
www.northeastcoin.com

High quality “fresh” coins are what we are known for and take
pleasure in offering. We constantly are hearing from our customers
about our excellent prices and high customer service. 2003 is our
39th year of business, so order with complete confidence. Also,
please keep in mind that we are always buying coins of all kinds,
certified and uncertified, to fill our want lists.

Harry E. Jones
Rare Coins & Currency

Sell Harry Your Mistakes!!
Leading Dealer in Error Currency For Over 30 Years. Buying and Selling
the Finest in Error Currency. Especially Want Errors on National Currency.
Also Buying Uncut Sheets of Nationals Large and Small.

harryejonescoinsandcurrency.com
440-234-3330
LM ANA PNG PCDA

Buying and Selling
U.S. & World Coins
Specializing in Patterns, Errors,
Pioneer Gold & Colonials
Contact me or see me at most major coin shows.

Andy Lustig
Phone: (845) 321-0249
andylustig@earthlink.net
P.O. Box 806
Nyack, NY 10960
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NORTHERN
NEVADA COIN

www.brokencc.com
WE BUY & SELL
RARE COINS.
VISIT US ON THE
WEB TO VIEW
OUR
EVER-CHANGING
INVENTORY

B
R 3655 B RESERCH WAY
O CARSON CITY, NV 89706
K
E 1-888-836-8DOLLAR
N 1-888-836-5527
1-775-884-1660
C
C

We Are Strong Error Buyers:
We are ALWAYS looking to BUY better U.S. mint error coins.
Whether a single coin or bulk lots, we offer some of the highest
prices paid in today’s error market. (no doubled dies, mint mark
varieties, or other minor or damaged errors, please). We are
looking for high-end dramatic error coins for our customers.
For our highest cash offer, simply ship the error coins to us at
the address below. Be sure to include a name and a day-time
telephone number where we can reach you.
Have that dramatic error you may want to sell? Contact us!!

Contact Information :
Rich Schemmer Error Coins
P.O. Box 204
Franklin Square, New York 11010
Tel/Fax: 1-516-437-5083
E-mail: RichErrors@aol.com

Errorscope Magazine
Bi-monthly magazine for CONECA members.

To join CONECA or to renew your membership visit:

conecaonline.org

Bart Crane
translinesupply.com

CALL TOLL FREE: (800) 575-4007
Business Hours
Monday - Friday: 7:30AM - 5:30PM PST

Standing Libert y Quarters:
Va r i e t i e s & E r r o r s ( S e c o n d E d i t i o n )
by Robert H K nauss

V i s i t a m a z o n . c o m t o o r d e r.

MIKE BYERS INC
MIKEBYERS.COM

U.S. & World Major Mint Errors
1970-S Proof Washington Quarter
Struck on a Silver Barber Quarter
NGC PF 65
1 of 2 Known
$75,000

MIKE BYERS INC

P.O. B ox 26 8 07, L a s V e g a s , N V 89126
M I K E@ M I K EBY ER S .COM | 714 -914 - 6 415

MIKE BYERS INC
MIKEBYERS.COM

U.S. & World Major Mint Errors
1970-S Proof Washington Quarter
Struck on 1941 Canada Quarter
NGC PF 65
UNIQUE
$35,000

MIKE BYERS INC

P.O. B ox 26 8 07, L a s V e g a s , N V 89126
M I K E@ M I K EBY ER S .COM | 714 -914 - 6 415

jimscoins.net

What Are Gold Errors?
All major mint errors on U.S. Gold coins are very rare. Very few
pieces escaped the quality control at the Mint since all Gold
denominations are examined very carefully.
There are only a few known double struck (or multiple struck) U.S.
Gold coins. Off-center strikes are also extremely scarce. This
spectacular $20 Liberty Gold Piece is the only off-center known. It
was struck 15% off-center and certified MS 63 by PCGS.
Page 100 minterrornews.com

2016 Coin Shows

Visit Mike Byers at the following shows:
January 7 - 10

FUN
Orlando, Florida

February 4 - 6

Long Beach Coin & Collectibles Expo
Long Beach, California
Table #1039

February 17 - 20

PCGS Members Only Show
Las Vegas, Nevada

March 3 - 5

ANA National Money Show
Dallas, Texas

March 31 - April 2

Baltimore Spring Show
Baltimore, Maryland

April 27 - 30

Central States
Schaumberg, Illinois

May 13 - 15

Las Vegas Numismatic Society Coin Show
Las Vegas, Nevada

June 9 - 11

Long Beach Coin & Collectibles Expo
Long Beach, California
Table #1039

June 29 - July 2

PCGS Members Only Show
Las Vegas, Nevada

July 7 - 9

FUN
Orlando, Florida

July 14 - 16

Baltimore Summer Expo
Baltimore, Maryland

August 9 - 13

ANA World’s Fair of Money
Anaheim, California
Table #667

September 8 - 10

Long Beach Coin & Collectibles Expo
Long Beach, California
Table #1039

September 23 - 25

Las Vegas Numismatic Society Fall Coin Show
Las Vegas, Nevada
Stop By Our Table!

November 3 - 6

Baltimore Winter Expo
Baltimore, Maryland

December 9 - 11

The Vegas Show
Las Vegas, Nevada
Stop By Our Table!
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BUYING MAJOR ERROR COINS & CURRENCY
If you have a single major mint error coin, either a recent issue or an older
type coin, or 1,000 Off-Center Cents, please contact us. We stock over
60,000 Major Mint Error Coins and constantly need to purchase Major
Error Coins for our clientele (please note that we do not deal in or buy Die
Varieties, Damaged Coins, Doubled Dies, Filled Dies, or Die Cracks).
We do buy Major Mint Errors - such as Off-Center, Off-Metals, Double
Strikes, Clad Layers missing, Die Caps, Double Denomination, etc.
Because of the many differences in each Error Coin we request that you
send scans of your coin(s) to us for our examination and firm offer.

Postal Correspondence:

Telephone/Fax:

16311 Ventura Blvd.
Suite #1298
Encino, California 91436

Phone: (818) 986-3733
Toll-free: (800) 338-6533
Fax: (818) 986-2153

e-mail: fred@fredweinberg.com

fredweinberg.com

MIKE BYERS INC
MIKEBYERS.COM

U.S. & World Major Mint Errors
Buying & Selling Rare Coins
•
•
•
•

Certified by PCGS & NGC
Rare U.S. Gold Coins
U.S. Patterns & Die Trials
U.S. & World Major Mint Errors

Mike Byers is a World Renowned Expert on U.S. & World
Major Mint Errors and an Award Winning Author
He literally “wrote the book” World’s Greatest Mint Errors, which received the
Numismatic Literary Guild’s award for Best World Book. He is the publisher &
editor of Mint Error News Magazine & Website which is widely regarded as the
most informative and comprehensive resource for Major Mint Errors. He was an
ANACS consultant for Major Mint Errors and has written articles for the Coin
Dealer Newsletter. Mike Byers and his discoveries have been featured on the front
page of Coin World numerous times. Mike Byers Inc carries a multi-million dollar
world class inventory of major mint errors, die trials and numismatic rarities.
His extensive personal collection of major mint errors is being authenticated and
certified by NGC and designated on the insert as THE BYERS COLLECTION.

MIKE BYERS INC

P.O. B ox 26 8 07, L a s V e g a s , N V 89126
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